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Lisa launched Collective Hub as a print magazine in 2013 with no
experience in an industry that people said is either dead or dying.
Collective Hub has since grown into an international multimedia
business and lifestyle platform. Lisa sat down with Kylie Hammond,
CEO of Director Institute to talk about her new book
“Work From Wherever”, the changing nature of her business and how
to run an empire without an office - happily & successfully.

Kylie Hammond:
How did you originally get into The Collective?

Lisa Messenger:
I started my first business in 2001, so 18 years
ago this October. Like so many people who start
their own business or have a dream, for the first
11 years, I was over servicing, undercharging,
being everything to everyone, trying to work
out what my purpose was. Then in 2012 I came
up with an idea. I was surrounded by so many
amazing entrepreneurs and business leaders and
thought leaders, and thought there is nothing in
the media at the time, that was really telling the
story behind the story. How did you start? Why
did you start? What's a supply chain? How did
you get funded? Stripping back what was really
happening in these type of businesses.
I just decided, "If there's nothing out there, I'll
create it." I'd never worked in media, I'd never
worked in magazines, I knew nothing, literally,
about it, but I just had this big vision. To use a
very technical term, "I'll just smush it all together."
So that was how Collective Hub was born.
I launched in March 2013. The idea was really the
story behind the story, making it raw and real and
attainable and relatable. I was entering a highly
saturated industry, so I think there were 5,500
print magazines in Australia at the time. There's
a lot less now. I was entering a highly saturated
market that people said was dead or dying, and I
had no experience.
I was against the odds, but I did it with a lot
of conviction. Within 18 months, the print
magazine was in 37 countries. It was nuts. A lot
of that came out of naivety. I had solid business
acumen, having had businesses for 11 years prior
across multiple industries and different verticals,
coming from my own personal experience of just
seeking this information and not being able to
find it so when I launched it just resonated. I've
been part of a lot of brands, but nothing ever
like that. It was a serious high growth business.
Within 18 months I had an email from the office
of Anna Wintour, the global doyen of publishing
in many regards, the editor of Vogue at large
saying, "Anna Wintour would like to meet with
you in New York." This little punk from Australia
who knows nothing about anything has been
invited to go onto the world stage to meet
one of the greatest leaders in publishing. My
Director Institute - Next Generation Directors 5

experience proves if you have a dream, a vision
and you hustle your arse off and have the
tenacity and the drive and the courage, anything
is possible.

Kylie:
Obviously an incredible journey. You've gone down
the road of publishing, as you say, you were a bit
naïve because at that stage a lot of people were
going fully digital. But there was something very
special about getting The Collective in your hands,
wasn't there? It was definitely a game changer
publication and had a very significant following.

Lisa:
Thank you. I think the difference was I thought
"If we're going to tell the story behind the
story, then I need to be authentic and raw and
real in my approach." I started writing books
simultaneous to producing the magazine,
telling the entire story of business day by day,
essentially. As the brand grew across so many
different markets and we had so many different
revenue streams, it grew very quickly into a print,
digital and events business, so three big silos.
That was what we were doing differently to a lot
of other print publications at the time who were
just trying to navigate print and digital.
From issue one, I did a number of reader events
and then a number of sponsored events and
then a number of large scale events. We had
three revenue streams feeding off each other.
At the core of it was I can't just create a big
brand and it suddenly become unrelatable and
unattainable, because you get people saying,
"But it must be okay for you, you've probably got
all this money or you know what you're doing."
So it was very important for me to strip back my
own journey in real time. That is why I’ve written
5 books in 7 years explaining the process. This is
exactly how I've done it, this is how I've muddled
through. That's been really important to me to
share all of that.

Kylie:
The business grows rapidly, and you had a bit of
a perfect storm - there were a lot of things that
happened fairly close to each other & while the
business was going okay it started to have a few
cashflow issues. Talk us through that difficult
phase of trying to work out which way you
should really go.

Lisa:
I'm lucky that I've trained myself and I've
equipped myself with the tools to have a
constant mindset flip. I think in business that's
absolutely imperative to be able to do that
because otherwise we'd be perpetually on the
ground working silently, with severe anxiety,
unable to move forward. I've taught myself to
reframe things and see them as lessons and also
because I've chosen my life's mission to be
an entrepreneur for entrepreneurs, living
my life out loud, showing that anything is
possible. So whilst it was an extraordinarily
painful time, I'm also grateful to be out the other
side of that, because we don't know what we
don't know.
The journey was this. Launched the magazine,
pretty much almost an overnight success. I've
never experienced anything like it. I put it out there,
it landed in 3,506 newsagencies just in Australia,
plus then rolled out into 36 other markets.
We had a very big footprint very quickly, and
people just fell in love with the product and the
content. It was largely before influencers were
paid or there was that currency exchange, so
people were genuinely just sharing it everywhere
and it just exploded. I went from three staff in a
very small office to literally 30 something staff
within probably two years. That was crazy and
I wouldn't do it like that again. I didn't have the
system and processes and the right smarts
around me to sustain that level of growth. What's
interesting for a startup is, and for people
reading, some of them will be in big corporates,
some of them will be solopreneurs, some of
them will be somewhere in between, but you've
got to understand where your strengths lie,
and mine are definitely in being a visionary, a
leader, being able to see things that don't exist,
being great at branding, doing partnerships
and finding channel partners. I love that. I hate
systems and processes and operations, IT, HR,
legal, finance. The day to day. But what happens
inherently with a high growth business is you
go from being a risk taker and a rule breaker
and forging your own path, and I broke every
rule possible and had so much fun doing that. I
was charting territory that I had never charted
before to suddenly being reactive and putting
out fires and managing what had become a very
operational job. That's not my sweet spot. I hired
some of the wrong people, and so it became
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quite top heavy in terms of I had a COO, a CFO,
an operations manager and a digital marketing
director and marketing director. I had way too
many top heavy people. I only have myself
to blame because as the founder, you need
to become the brand architect. I believe you
need to understand intrinsically the day to day
operations of any part of the business. From
there, I learnt print inside out and then I was able
to put the right team in place and then it ran like
clockwork. What I didn't like was the digital side
of the business. We were doing eight stories a
day plus, paying people $300 to $500 a story.
So, we gained traction very quickly in terms of
eyeballs and content - it was extraordinary. Our
community and consumers were loving it. But
we didn't have the ad revenue to support that,
and I didn't have enough of an understanding
about how to run a large scale digital business.
So, interestingly it wasn't the print that nearly
killed me it was the digital side. The piece that
was making the most money by far was the
events side of the business. 90% of the revenue
was coming from the events. Yet the majority of
expenses were associated with the digital. So the
business started to hemorrhage.

Lisa:

Kylie:

Lisa:

I believe you cashed in some of your own
personal assets to keep the business going
maybe even for another 12 months when maybe
you shouldn't have.

When I realised that I didn't necessarily have
the right 2ICs alongside me, I got one of the
smartest people I've ever met, Damien Smith,
and he came in, and within an hour, looked

Hindsight is a beautiful thing. The brand was
growing at a much larger rate than the bottom
line. I've never been part of a brand that's loved
by so many. Luckily, prior to launching Collective,
I had businesses that were very profitable, so
I'd invested in property. I decided to sell two
properties in 2017. I'd always said my strategy
with property was buy and hold, don't sell, but I
thought "Okay, here's a rainy day. Sell." I sold two
properties and pooled 1.3 million dollars in profit
out of those, put it into the business as what I
thought was bridging finance, and the business
just slowed.

Kylie:
We see this a lot - entrepreneurs hit a real difficult
dark period of time, and often their reputation
comes out quite tattered. The staff are pretty
upset and you hear some pretty nasty things
because we're not very tolerant of failure. But the
thing I notice is you didn't have that. Even your ex
staff are very positive about the whole situation.
I think it's because you were so transparent with
everybody.
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at my finances and he was like, "Here is the
problem. You've just invested another $700,000
in additional staff and for that you've made
$100,000.” It was so obvious and black and
white, yet the people around me hadn't told me
that or I hadn't seen that. I haven't had a boss for
a lot of years, and he was like a boss - "This is what
you need to do immediately." I just did it.
We had to make redundancies – it was a
miserable time, but I just opened the books to
my staff and made them part of the process.
"This is what we're doing, here's the bottom line,
here's why we are doing it”. I listened to Damien
for the next 12 months, and I just kept my team
very close to exactly what was going on. When
I started winding out of that, the team were
extraordinary. It was quite unbelievable. They
all just stuck in and did what they had to, and it
was again like a startup and I was having to say,
"Stop working so hard. Go home." I've never seen
a team so loyal and dedicated and extraordinary
through a very rough stage. There is always
going to be some disgruntled people who think
that I didn't do the right thing, but in my heart, I
know that I did the very best I could. A lot of that
team now are still working for me, but everyone
is freelance now. Everyone has freedom and
flexibility.
Publicly, I think because I made the courageous
decision to say, "I've made mistakes, I've grown
too fast” on social media the support was
extraordinary. I publicly stated “I've never been
part of a brand that is loved by so many but
supported financially by so few, so this is the
decision. We should close the magazine." When
I dropped that on social media our website has
never received so much traffic.

Kylie:
They all wanted to give you their money then.

Lisa:
I know. I think that was one of the biggest lessons
for anyone who is reading this article - just to be
courageous and be real and be raw with people
and people will support you. It's when you try
and hide things, which so many corporates or
other brands do. They all want it to be glossy
and beautiful and amazing all the time, but I
said , "This is how it is and I'm hemorrhaging. I
love this brand but I can't keep going. It's just

not sustainable." The support I received was
thousands of people across social media, hand
written letters, people coming up to be in the
street. It was unbelievable.

Kylie:
Did the business actually just get wound down?

Lisa:
No. It was a transitional phase. It was expensive.
It got a lot more painful before it got better. I
decided I could keep a skeleton staff full-time.
It was interesting because the majority of the
articles that we'd been publishing had been
about being a digital nomad or having a side
hustle or being an entrepreneur, so I sat down
with my staff and said "You can either stay fulltime with me and we can make this work and
rebuild together, or you can continue to work
with me but as freelancers and you can actually
have your side hustle and I can support you
through that. You can work for other people
and get other experience." Really collaboratively.
I've probably got about 17 or so of my team
working for me now, but they're all freelance.
My art director, my editor, my social media, my
digital marketing person. They're all the same
equals, but it's quite beautiful. They love it. I was
talking to my art director, Em, yesterday. Her
output now is insane. We talk all the time on Slack
and other different platforms and we catch up
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probably only once a month, but she's producing
all my books, all our printed material, and she's
just got so much more time. She's saying to
me, "This is the best work I've ever done. I'm so
much more productive." It's the same with so
many of my team. This whole new lifestyle. It's a
lot about mindset as well, because I remember
for years, particularly before Collective Hub
exploded when it only had three staff, people
would say, "Do you work from home?" . I used
to be so defence. I'd almost shout at them, "No,
I'm a defensive business person." Last week,
someone said to me, "Where's your office?"
I said, "Darlinghurst." I'm trying to get more
comfortable with saying, "I don't have one, I
work from home," and wearing that as a badge
of honour.

Kylie:
I think shifting it to saying we're a virtual
enterprise, we're a virtual business.

Lisa:
It's interesting because when I had the physical
office, let's give an example of doing a cover
for the magazine. Because it was an open plan
office, there would be 32 people involved in
the cover, whereas it probably needed three
people. We spent so much time in meetings,
and I think there were managers managing
managers managing managers. It was top heavy
and there was a lot of time of discussion and
way too much overlap and a lot of inefficiencies.
When I was in the office, I was busy. When I was
out of the office, I was productive. When I was
on planes or in hotel rooms, that's when I got all
my thinking, my strategy, my vision, all my actual

work done. But when I was in the office, I was just
putting out fires and reacting. Now, whether that
means I'm a bad manager, maybe. But it didn't
give me the time and space to be a visionary
and to step into my sweet spot. Now my team
is almost bigger than ever and I'm running
more businesses. When I was in the office I was
permanently focused on Collective Hub and that
was my sole business. Now I'm doing still a lot
of print product, and Collective Hub still exists
in the digital form and we're still running some
events, but that team is completely separate. I
have a fashion startup and a tech startup now.
The beautiful thing now is that there are certain
people who have the combined overarching
shared vision, but my fashion startup team don't
have anything to do with my Collective Hub
print business. It's meant that we are very highly
functioning and I'm the grand architect across
them all. Now my team is only limited by my
imagination and my ability to put systems and
processes, which is paramount now to making
them function. The efficiencies are amazing.
I still love print, so what I've decided is I'll do one
or two issues a year, but as and when I feel like it,
and there's no schedule for it. No pressure.

Kylie:
How has it had an impact on your personal
lifestyle? Are you feeling more in harmony and
more inspired?

Lisa:
I feel amazing. It's incredible, sometimes I actually
have to stop myself to consciously think how
different it is. But it's amazing how you can adapt.
I've gone back to my not negotiables. By that,
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the first three hours of my day I do things that
are personally important to me, so I get up and
I do yoga and meditate and journal. I check my
emails and set up for the day. It's great because
one of my frailties, inadequacies, was the lack of
systems and processes, and now it's almost an
imperative to ensure it runs smoothly. We use
a lot of tools from Monday to Asana to Slack to
Zoom, Google Drive.

Kylie:
It’s amazing how the whole ecosystem comes
togetherYou run it all from your laptop and it all
becomes normal, doesn't it?

Lisa
That's it. I took on a new staff member recently,
and we were sitting in a café and I was inducting
her and my IT guy, Kevin, was remoting into
both of our laptops to give her access to my
calender and there we were drinking coffee. I just
thought it is extraordinary how with technology
you actually can work from anywhere now. A
lot of people have said to me, "But how does
it impact the culture?" That's probably one of
the biggest things. It feels okay. I think we're so
connected all the time across so many different
digital platforms you feel like you're in the room
with them, so that's easy. I don't feel like we're
not together. Everyone has a great harmonious
lifestyle. Also, everyone has their own budgets,
their own KPIs, their own outputs. From a
reporting system, we have certain dashboards
that we look at every day, and then some of the
other team members just report in, depending

on what their KPIs are every Friday. Someone
will be like, "Hey, I'm just going to go for a walk
with my dog while we have a meeting." I think
in terms of lifestyle for me and for all my team,
it's actually quite beautiful because I don't
care if they do a yoga class in the middle of the
day or they have a sleep in the afternoon. It's
all based on output. What I've seen is a much,
much happier team, and a much happier me.
We start a business to be our own boss and
have flexibility, and then it almost becomes
anything but. Suddenly you feel bad if you're
not there before all your team in the morning
or if you're not the last one to leave. So as an
owner, a boss, a leader, a CEO, you can become
a slave to the business and your team, whereas
now I can choose my own schedule again.

Kylie:
You’ve written a book, Work From Wherever, to
explain this transition to people and share your
journey. Do you think this is suitable for most
people? Could most people take an element of
this and apply it to their life?

Lisa:
I wrote it very much with a number of different
people in mind because my situation is my
situation and it's unique to me. If you were a
solopreneur or a digital nomad and you wanted
to just travel the world and work as one, then
there are tips in there for how that can work.
But then at the other end of the spectrum,
we've done a lot of research into a lot of the
big corporations around the world, the Ubers,
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the Airbnbs, all different large corporations
and how they have actually adopted this
transient work from wherever, decentralised
workforce. There's a lot of real examples in
the book around large scale corporates and
how they're actually enabling this, and also
there's information in there about how to have
conversations with your boss, because I think
so often, particularly entrepreneurs or people
working for big corporates feel too embarrassed
or scared or worried – am I going to get yelled
at if I ask, "Can I work from home?" I've tried to
give people the tools to enable them to have
those conversations. My editor Amy, of the
print magazine who was with me full-time for
awhile, she said to me four years ago , "Can I go
traveling the world for four months while I still
keep working?" My initial reaction was, "Oh my
God. Are you on crack?" Then, "Okay, you can."
She was on a full-time salary at the time, but
thought If we work it based on KPIs, you need to
deliver me this many articles a week. You need
to do this, this, this, this. If you believe you can
deliver that, then okay, you can go traveling the
world for four months. "In that four months, her
productivity was unbelievable, she was so great.
When she returned, she said, "Can I now work
from home?" At that point she became freelance,
not full-time. But suddenly, the editor, the person
who's running a large chunk of my business and
delivering me a monthly magazine isn't even
one of my 32 full-time staff and she's working
completely remotely. Then I realised as well, for
years on top of that 32 staff, my bookkeeper,
Kate, who's been with me 11 years, has worked
from the Blue Mountains. My IT guy, Kevin,
has never worked in the office. He's been with
me maybe 12 years. Jodie, who's been with me
seven years, she's my logistics and distribution
person, has organised all my magazine and book
distribution in Australia and 36 other markets.
She's worked from home for seven years. So, I
suddenly realised so many of my team weren't
actually full-time employees anyway. They were
all working remotely.

Kylie:
It's a complete rethink of what work is all about.

team have never actually worked for me full-time
anyway? They do a great job. They're all still just
doing business as usual. For them, there's no
change. It's just easy.

Kylie:
I think for workers it makes perfect sense. The
employers who are ahead of the curve are just
taking away all those barriers, allowing people to
work in the most productive way.

Lisa:
Yes. You think about so many of the big
corporations now, they may have 1,000 staff,
but they have 300 desks. That can be quite
disconcerting for a lot of people who have
always worked in a corporate environment and
suddenly they walk in and they have a locker and
every day they're finding a different spot to sit.
It's just about how do we upskill and help people
reframe their mindsets and realise that it's quite
liberating and there's a lot of freedom in it. It's
just about putting those structures and systems
and processes in place so people actually feel
supported & connected to Work From Wherever.

Connect with Lisa:
collectivehub.com
instagram.com/lisamessenger/

Lisa:
Yes. Why do I have all these fixed salaries and
fixed offices when the majority of my long term

twitter.com/lisamessenger/
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How genuine is
your brand about
customer first?
According to Ric Navarro, one of Australia’s top ranked
Chief Marketing Officers, too many brands pay lip service to
being customer centric and it’s hurting their bottom line.
I was enjoying my coffee one recent Sunday
morning – and secretly feeding our dog Moby
some toast under the table – when I came to
the realisation that much of his life is spent
living in hope.
Hoping we’ll return home quickly from
shopping.
Hoping that when we do, there’s
something in one of the bags for him.
Hoping that when my wife or I go to put
our shoes on, they are the special ‘park’
shoes. (Anyone with a dog will know what
I’m talking about it).
But hope isn’t confined to Beagles: it’s an
emotion we all experience as customers.
I hope they don’t ask me to go through 18
options, to press 1 and then press 5, only
to be put on hold for 20 minutes.
I hope the product I purchased online
measures up to the description and

ratings, and arrives on the date promised.
I hope my flight isn’t delayed, again.
And here’s where, I believe, it gets really
interesting for business leaders: hope and trust
are inextricably linked.

Trust me…
Edelman, the world’s largest PR firm, publishes
an annual global Trust Barometer and their
2019 results provide confronting insights for all
business leaders.
The findings from this latest Trust Barometer
reveal that customers continue to lose faith in
institutions, and brands; a worrying trend that has
historically declined year on year.
The outcomes of the recent Royal Commission into
the Australian banking industry have been laid bare,
exposing a culture of prioritizing shareholders and
senior executives over customers.
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For customers, this behaviour equates to
broken trust.
The question that must be a priority for Executive
teams and Boards is, ‘how do we earn, build
and maintain customer trust in order to ensure
sustainable growth and long-term relevancy?’
Some marketing ‘experts’ (most likely consultants
and advertising agencies) will tell you to go large
and create glossy above the line campaigns to
showcase the brand in a compelling way. But
earning the trust of customers through their
hearts, minds and wallets, is not as simple as giving
a creative agency licence to hone in on customers’
temporal lobe to evoke an emotional response.
Today’s customers are way too savvy for such
maladroit tactics.
The key to restoring trust and improving customer
sentiment actually starts within an organisation.
To this point, Edelman’s research has found that
brands are expected to be an agent of change with
“my employer” (ie. my place of work) emerging as
the most trusted institution. Globally, “my employer”
(75 percent) is significantly more trusted than NGOs
(57%), business (56%), government (48%) and
media (47%). 1
The last decade has witnessed a steady loss
of faith in traditional authority figures and
institutions and “more recently, people have lost
confidence in the social platforms that fostered
peer-to-peer trust,” according to Edelman. “These
forces have led people to shift their trust to the
relationships within their control, most notably
their employers.”2
Highly engaged workforces are proven time and
time again to improve brand profitability.
And it’s CEOs that are expected to lead the fight
for change. More than three-quarters of Edelman
respondents say they want CEOs to take the lead
on change instead of waiting for government to
impose it. 3
We’re now witnessing the emergence of a new
contract between employee and employer and
it’s one that must be underpinned by a genuine,
authentic and compelling brand purpose.
1 https://www.edelman.com/news-awards/2019edelman-trust-barometer-reveals-my-employermost-trusted-institution
2 ibid
3 ibid

Purpose beyond slogans
I speak about the importance of having a wellarticulated brand purpose that resonates with
both customers and staff within my book,
‘Marketing with Purpose: a C-Suite guide to
being truly customer-centric’.
Purpose does more than make a brand unique.
It can shine a light on a business’ evolutionary
path. At a basic level, purpose can simply express
what an organisation aspires to be and do. But
at a more advanced one, it becomes a conscious
expression of how an organisation intends to
evolve and transform itself. Accordingly, Brand
Purpose falls into two categories: linear and
transformative.
Let’s use the example of a tyre manufacturer.
This business could envision its purpose as
‘helping people get from A to B’. At a more
transformative level, it could frame its purpose as
‘helping people travel safely to those important
moments in life’.
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In the former case, purpose will push the
organisation to develop technical assets,
resulting in linear growth.
But at the transformative level, not only will
purpose deepen the meaning of what the
tyre company does, but it will also expand the
makeup and scope of the products it can deliver,
and the very impact it can have on the lives of its
customers. Such a purpose can also nudge the
organisation to address gaps and inconsistencies
in its own culture thereby improving employee
buy-in and engagement.
Brand purpose must always be timeless and
enduring: it should be the North Star that informs
business strategy and one which ultimately
underpins a culture of customer first.

This focus on customer-first re-frames the
‘value’ of marketing within Executive teams
and at the Board table. I’ve been witness to this
first-hand. My four C’s have been designed to
be implemented and scalable across any size
enterprise - from the world’s largest brands,
down to micro businesses.
These Four C’s are: Customer, Content,
Channels, and Consistency.

Bring on The Four C’s
Using brand purpose at the core of a strategic
approach to customer obsession, I’ve created a
roadmap formula to achieve this: The Four C’s.
I see enormous potential within every brand
to improve their trust reputation and to shift
the dial on their financial performance through
customer-focused strategic adjustments.
14 Director Institute - Next Generation Directors | Board Alert Issue 14

Customer
Customers – not shareholders – must be the
number one priority of every business. Too many
brands pay lip service to being customer-centric
and they do so to their own detriment. Today’s
customer has never had so many choices and
they’ve become highly attuned to spotting
inauthenticity. It is absolutely imperative that
brands are genuine in their endeavours to be
customer obsessed: this is ground zero.
I recently received an email campaign from
a leading hotel chain and, in the spirit of
streamlining my inbox, I decided to unsubscribe
from their e-newsletter. This is a brand that
espouses that every one of its customers is
treated like royalty.
Ten minutes and 20 mouse clicks later, I wasn’t
feeling like royalty. They deliberately buried their
unsubscribe option deep within their website,
meaning that at some point in time, someone in
their marketing team decided that it was more
important to retain subscriber metrics than
worry about an effortless customer journey.
For today’s customer, it is the actions of brands that
speak louder than slogans and slick campaigns.
To reap the benefits of being a truly customer
obsessed brand, business leaders should start
every process and decision with the customer in
mind and then work backwards.

Take Melbourne-based wallet and leather
goods manufacturer Bellroy. This brand has
used storytelling to such success that Google
nominated this boutique company as a
designated case supplier for its latest Pixel phone
and tablet.
That’s the power of letters, that form words, that
transform into sentences. Brands underestimate
this to their own disadvantage.

Content

Channels

Every business today is a publisher.
Content should relate to each of your customers
in a way that results in an action. This action may
be a purchase, but it may also be the customer’s
intent to share the content.
From some of world’s largest listed brands,
through to the small two-person real estate
agency in Maroochydore, content remains
king. And the crown that sits atop Content is
storytelling.
The truest and purest of all marketing,
storytelling is probably the oldest profession in
the world.
Storytelling is not just about supporting a
company’s products; it leads us to the very heart
of a brand.
It is scientifically proven that humans are hard
wired to gravitate to stories.

LinkedIn. Facebook. Instagram. Email
campaigns. The list goes on.
Channels are the rivers that deliver fresh content
to your brand followers and customers.
Channels remain the lifeblood of all brands but
it’s not all ‘digital’. Some of the most successful
channels continue to be traditional: print, radio,
outdoor, TV.
But the challenge, and opportunity, for today’s
brands is that it’s a two-way conversation. The
customer has the power to speak to your brand, or,
of your brand.
German skincare giant Beisdorf (maker of Nivea
and other top selling personal care products) is an
exemplar of active customer listening. They use
insights software to actively listen to their customers
and develop – and modify existing products – to
suit customers’ lifestyles and expectations.
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And when brands fail on being consistent, they
break a promise to their customers. This equates
to an erosion of trust.
It’s crucial for brands to ensure consistency in
customer service at every touch point.
The best performing brands nail consistency.
Their customer obsession allows them to ensure
every touch point is consistent, and when its not,
act on it quickly, positively and honestly.

Leadership is key

Many brands still haven’t recognised the
importance of being customer journey led,
rather than product led. Brands must be doing
just as much listening as they do communicating.
My prediction for the greatest area of digital
SaaS (software as a service) investment over the
next 24 months will be in voice of customer tools.
Over the coming year, you’ll also hear more about
the growth of XM, or Experience Management
– the process of monitoring every interaction
customers experience with a brand in order to
spot opportunities for improvement.
If your brand isn’t using customer insights to
feed into group strategy, product development,
and refinement of service delivery, then you’re
on the fast road to irrelevancy.

Consistency
How often are we – as customers – disappointed at
erratic customer experience from the same brand?
Today’s customers not only expect, but demand,
consistency in their brand experiences. And if they
don’t get it, they are highly likely to switch brands.
One of Australia’s largest retail chains has a
‘20 second rule’: from the moment a customer
walks in, staff have 20 seconds to greet the
customer – not to sell, but just a greeting: “Hi, how
you doing? How’s your day? Love your tattoos.”
Go into any of this retailer’s stores and you’ll find
this is a consistent and engrained behavioral trait.
Unfortunately, many brands fail to deliver on
the ‘consistency’ piece with their customers.

Your brand is not merely an entity that creates
value by exchanging goods or services for money.
Your brand is defined by the promise you make
to your customers in return for their trust.
Whether it’s a fee submitted in a tender, the price
on a pair of shoes, or a ‘pay now’ button on your
website, you invite people not just to purchase
something from you, but to trust that you will
deliver on the brand promise you’ve made to
them. And deliver it to them in a customised
experience that’s consistent every time.
With the strategic implementation of The Four
C’s, alongside a compelling brand purpose,
business leaders can build brand reputation,
trust, customer advocacy, and financial growth.
And yes, Moby remains hopeful.

About the author
Ric Navarro is a globally recognised, Top 10
ranked Chief Marketing Officer, current CEO
Magazine Marketing Executive of the Year
and a member of Director Institute.
Ric is also an advisory Board Member to the
Australian Marketing Institute and author
of the best-selling book, ‘Marketing with
Purpose: a C-Suite guide to being truly
customer-centric’.
Ric is passionate about working with
brands to unlock their potential in being
truly customer-centric, having achieved
this successfully with firms across
FMCG, mining, sporting, technology,
manufacturing and professional services.
To contact Ric visit:
www.marketingwithpurpose.solutions
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Welcome to

the Boardroom
This membership program is
designed for senior executives and
entrepreneurs who are interested
in starting a board career.

What do you get?
“Director Institute will equip you with the right
information, tools, and network connections
to ensure that you are Board ready”
• One-on-one mentoring sessions with
Director Institute consultant
• Refreshed Board Director Professional
Resume
• Refreshed Linkedin Profile and
Corporate Biography
• Personal Introductions to the Director
Institute Private Business Network
• Board interview preparation, contract
negotiation and due diligence advice
• Access to Exclusive Board
Opportunities
• Online Tools and Resources to support
your board career
• Access to exclusive networking events,
round tables and CEO Forums
• Access to private online member networks
• Complimentary attendance at one of
our full day Masterclass events
• As part of your Welcome to the
Boardroom membership you are invited to
attend one of our full- day Masterclasses

For more information about our
membership programs please don’t
hesitate to get in touch on 1300 BOARDS.
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HEAR FROM OUR MEMBERS
Director Institute Masterclass, was very informative and gave same great practical advice on how
to properly approach becoming a Next Generation Board Member.
Andrew Thurlow
Attending the Welcome to the Boardroom Masterclass from Director Institute was extremely
insightful. Kylie’s delivery was dynamic, thought provoking and motivating. Understanding the
‘rules of the game’ and mapping out a pathway as a Next Generation Director will be beneficial to
me as I pursue my career goals.
Angela Schuster
I attended a recent Welcome to the Boardroom Masterclass and was suitably impressed by
Kylie’s intimate knowledge of boardroom dynamics and the depth and quality of her industry
connections. Kylie runs the Masterclass with professionalism and simplicity, making it a worthy
event for aspiring boardroom advisors and directors alike.
Mark Bartoli
I recently attended a Boardroom Masterclass run by Kylie. Kylie was very clear about the benefits,
challenges and application required to become a successful non exec director (NED). With this in
mind Kylie put forward a clear & practical approach to navigating this path & in many cases used
her own experiences to make it real. In fact Kylie provides a lot of insight into what makes her tick
& this practical & real approach is what makes the Masterclass so good.
Ian Winn
I took a day off and attended “Welcome to the Boardroom Masterclass” in Sydney. This is not just
a typical corporate training event but it gave me a full of insight where, how to learn from the
community, how to set up the goal and how to set up the next action plan. The class is practical. I
recommend for those who is in the corporate life for sometime looking for the next challenges as
well. Thank you very much, Kylie.
Fumi Rice (Sugimoto)
Two vital parts of my transition plan from business owner to a portfolio director are to
strengthen my knowledge and broaden contacts. Yesterday I participated in a Directors Institute
“Welcome to the Boardroom” Masterclass run by Kylie Hammond and included a great session
with Mark Hodgson. The immense knowledge openly given by both these business authorities
and the interaction with a group keep to “spunge” as much knowledge as possible means I
walked away with better knowledge on how to better prepare myself and promote myself,
hopefully, to the front of the line. A side benefit was meeting a group of other keen future
directors and discussing their reasons and plans. I aim to keep in contact with this group and
look forward to hearing about and being part of the group’s successful transition. The Directors
Institute offers aspiring directors both a way of increasing knowledge and helping putting a foot
in the door.
Gordon Lang
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The Director Institute Masterclass for Next General Board members provided great insights and
knowledge about the future of board directors. Thanks Kylie for organising great content and
connection with other like minded individuals looking to create integral change and guidance for
future organisations.
Gina Yallamas
I attended the “Welcome to the Boardroom Masterclass” in Sydney delivered by the outstanding
Kylie Hammond. Personally I found this day to be one of the most insightful, satisfying and
helpful training days that I have undertaken in a very long time. Kylie’s insightfulness was
augmented by a great session from Mark Hodgson who outlined how I as a person can unlock
confidence and be more influential paving the way to success. My experience has been entirely
worthwhile and as a result I am energised, armed with insight and techniques and certainly ready
to move forward as a Next Generation Board Director.
Shane Holness
insights that you’ll take with you into the future, I can highly recommend Kylie Hammond and the
Director Institute “Welcome to the Boardroom” masterclass.
Toni Wynne
Thanks for a great Director Masterclass yesterday.I would highly recommend to anyone thinking about
taking their first steps into the Boardroom to get yourself along to this jampacked and incredibly practical
workshop. You will not be disappointed. Great content. Great speakers. Great network.
Brendan Sheehan
Kylie is very knowledgeable, ethical an impressive person. The service she provides to
board members is very practical and based on her extensive experience in the area. I would
recommend her to any new generation directors.
Violet Wang
I recently attended a full-day Welcome to the Boardroom Masterclass presented by Kylie in
Sydney that also featured Mark Hodgson (www.MarkHodgson.com.au) as the guest speaker
presenting ‘Building your NextGen Board Leadership credentials’ in a VUCA world. I had no idea
of the breadth and depth of potential board opportunities – but Kylie’s overview of the board
landscape alongside helpful hacks and structured approach, open almost limitless possibilities.
A well-structured, focused full-day that managed to keep my attention from start to finish.
Each session delivered what I needed to hear about moving into the realm of boardroom roles
and progressing to a portfolio career. Now, it’s up to me – the door is ajar, and it’s time to step
through. Thanks for unlocking the door Kylie – I can’t wait.
Leanne Cowan
Really enjoyed today’s session with Kylie Hammond! Her experience and insight into the sector
has been invaluable and I would definitely recommend her to any aspiring directors.
John Unwin
Kylie’s approach of respect, parsimony, and goal-orientation resonatated with me and aligns with
the way I like to operate. I look forward to continuing working with Kylie in the future.
Stephen Barnes
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Are you a Next
Generation
Director?
Why join Director Institute?

We make connections.

We know what it takes to begin and build a
successful board career.
Director Institute provides current and aspiring
board directors with resources, peer to peer
education and access to exclusive business
networks needed to begin or expand a board
portfolio; as well as access to exclusive board
opportunities available no-where else in the market.
Our comprehensive resource centre provides
directors with essential board-related
information that includes exclusive recruitment
and governance advice and guidance on how to
improve both director and board performance.

We understand that there is a need for a new,
diverse range of directors in the boardroom,
and we work closely with both the business
community and our network of high caliber
candidates to connect the two.
What sets us apart from our competitors is the
personal assistance we offer our members via
our advisory and mentoring services. We have
placed over 5,000 directors into boardrooms
across the Asia Pacific region and in the last
few years have mentored over 2,500 senior
executives, CEO’s, Entrepreneurs and Chairs.

Benefits of Membership

Networking and Events

Exclusive Board Opportunities

Mentoring & Advisory Services

Attend our exclusive business
networking events and
connect with other Board
Directors, Advisors,
Entrepreneurs and Investors
who are well placed to assist
your board director career.

Access hundreds of exclusive
Chair, Non-Executive Director
and Advisory Board roles
across all industries and
sectors. Access the hidden
Board Director job market.

We offer world-class mentoring
and advisory services for senior
leaders who are starting their
board career, expanding their
board portfolio, or looking to
work with a seasoned
CEO advisor.
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Which Membership level is right for you?
We have three levels of membership at Director Institute - depending on how much access to our
services, support and one-on-one mentoring you’d like to receive.

KEYS TO THE
BOARDROOM

GET BOARD READY
MEMBERSHIP

WELCOME TO THE
BOARDROOM

1 YEARS MEMBERSHIP
FOR A LIMITED TIME

2 YEARS MEMBERSHIP
FOR A LIMITED TIME

2 YEARS MEMBERSHIP
FOR A LIMITED TIME

$1100

$ 295

$3300

$1,650

$6600

$3,300

Access to exclusive board
opportunities

Access to exclusive board
opportunities

ALL THE BENEFITS OF THE GET
BOARD READY MEMBERSHIP PLUS

Advice on your Personal Brand &
Board Director Professional Resume

Access to exclusive networking events,
round tables, board & CEO forums

Develop personal brand & board
director professional resume

Online resources to support building
your board career

Access to private online member
networks

Personal Introductions to Private
Business Networks

Access to private online member
networks

Exclusive quarterly board alert
e-Publication

Board Interview Preparation

Exclusive quarterly board alert
e-Publication

Refreshed personal brand & board
director professional resume

Contract Negotiation Advice

Full day masterclass – in Sydney,
Perth, Brisbane or Melbourne

Full day masterclass – in Sydney,
Perth, Brisbane or Melbourne

Due Diligence Advice

One mentoring session with Director
Institute consultant

Three mentoring session with
Director Institute consultant

Exclusive invitations to WTTB Luxury
Events and Networking Events

Join Now

Join Now

e-Learning Course Keys
to the Boardroom

COUPON NOT REQUIRED

COUPON NOT REQUIRED

FOR THIS OFFER

FOR THIS OFFER

Full day masterclass – in Sydney,
Perth, Brisbane or Melbourne
Six mentoring session with Director
Institute consultant

Join Now
COUPON NOT REQUIRED
FOR THIS OFFER

JOIN DIRECTOR INSTITUTE TODAY!
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My Reflections,

ADVICE FOR GRADUATES

I was recently invited to be the guest speaker
at the University of Western Australia’s Arts
Awards Night, a rather daunting task of
inspiring Arts graduates with an example of one
students journey through life and what can be
achieved on the back of a good education. It
was a wonderful evening and there were prizes
awarded to highly talented individuals across
the broad spectrum of the Arts Faculty which
nowadays oversees Arts, Education, Business
and Law graduates.
Walking back through the grounds of the
University after 26 years was emotional and a
defining moment of self reflection on the hopes
and dreams I held for myself all those years ago.
What have I achieved? What more is there still
to do? Am I truly reaching my full potential in
life? What would I have done differently in the
past 26 years if I had the chance to do it all over
again? It was a great reminder for me about
being thankful for the many blessings that have
come into my life and a kick starter to give the
next phase of my life my every best effort.

“Difficult times shape
your outlook on life &
develop resilience”

I share with you my
speech to the Arts
graduates from 2019:
I want to share with you tonight my career
pathway following graduating in 1993, things I
have learnt along the way and some tips as you
start to consider your career options ahead.
I am incredibly thankful for the opportunity
to attend UWA and study Arts. You may not
get many lucky breaks in life but getting a good
education from a well-recognised institution will put
you in good stead in many circles both in business
and career. Carmen Lawrence Premier of WA
mandated extra University places in 1990, my
brother 2 years later was unable to secure a
place at university, so I am acutely aware that
many opportunities were offered to me because
of my studies. I was no academic firepower,
I struggled to learn, I entered the schooling
system in Adelaide and was a full year younger
than my fellow students, and it took me a few
years to crack the code on how to learn and
absorb new information.
I was fortunate at UWA to have a few tutors
really take a personal interest and encourage
me to strive for the best I could achieve.
This combined with a strong work ethic got
me through University with better than just
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passable marks. I majored in Industrial Relations
which has evolved into Work and Employment
Relations. Bizarrely in the year I entered the
course, they were considering ending the
studies.
Everything to do with Human Capital and the
relationship between employer and employee
has been a theme of my corporate and business
career. I am still learning and honing my craft,
and I am still passionate about my work. My
first proper job was in Sydney working for an
IT Software business called Masterpack, I was
hired by an American lady, Ginger Mudd. She
gave me my first break and I have no doubt that
I would not have got in the door without my Arts
Degree. My first job was as an Education Services
Consultant, my job was to train the clients who
had bought the software. It was a great entry
position, I think I was earning about $45,000
which was a small fortune in those days. I was
finally getting going in life, when all of a sudden,
the company laid off many staff and I was made
redundant.
This was probably one of the best things that
could happen to me. I found out first hand what
it was like to be out of work, going into Centrelink
to get the dole, having to apply for countless
jobs, interviewing and spending my days trying
to get re-employed. I think I was out of work for
about 4 months, but it was very humbling, and
I can’t tell you how valuable difficult times can be
to shape your outlook on life, develop resilience
and learn how to be resourceful. You may wish
for good times, but it will be how you deal with
difficult experiences that will shape you as a
person and give you an edge. I eventually got
another job with PeopleSoft (now known as
Oracle) and this was another very lucky break

as it got me working for a very cool IT company,
working in the USA which has been a bit of a
spiritual home for me – Americans know how to
win, be successful and their business cultures
shaped a lot of my thinking around business
success and how to create high performance
teams.
I would then spend about 8 years working in
corporate for companies like Cisco Systems,
BMC Software and Deloitte. They were all good
experiences, I learnt a lot during this time, I was
promoted, got pay rises and I was a bit of a mover
and a shaker! When I checked out of corporate,
I was being paid close to $300,000 per annum
which in the day was very good income and I felt I
had achieved a lot in my time there.

“ I would not have got in the
door without my Arts Degree”

How did my degree help
me in my corporate career?
Firstly, it got me in the door for job opportunities.
There is no doubt that an undergraduate
degree is regarded as a baseline for many
employers. Arts has had a bad rap over the years,
but the reality is that if you choose your subjects
wisely, there are many career options that can
be explored. When I got in the door for roles,
the degree gave me the basics that I needed
to perform analysis, write reports, develop a
business case etc etc. It gave me the ability
to know how to gather information and solve
problems. This was good solid foundation
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capabilities that many employers seek when
hiring for entry level roles.
Later in life, I came to recognise that my studies
gave me confidence. I have mentored many highprofile business executives and business owners; if
they do not have a University education it is a chip
on their shoulder. Some are so successful that they
couldn’t care less, but most harbour a deep-seated
concern that they missed out – and I hate to say
it, but I believe that to be true. Even though you
can have success regardless; the confidence, the
comradery and the love of learning that can come
from a university education is hard to replicate.
My corporate career was going well, but I was a
frustrated employee. I could have gone on to be
a Partner at Deloitte and this is where I reached
a cross roads and pursued my entrepreneurial
pathway. I knew that to truly get ahead in
life, I needed to be the master of my destiny
and running my own business. This was in
approximately 2002 when I set up my first
recruitment business. In total I have had 5 start
up businesses, all reached multi-million turnover,
some were not great successes others have led
me to our current business Director Institute which
we are building for a major exit. When you start
out in business you realise that you have never
been taught the things you need to know to be
successful in business!
We hear about overnight start-up business
successes, but the reality is that it usually takes
10 years to take a business through to exit and
to accumulate any significant wealth or have
what we call in the trade a “pay day”. There are a
lot of fundamentals to running a business such
as managing cash flow, securing new clients,
employing staff, building operations that they
don’t teach you in school and university. I lent on

my Dad as a mentor very heavily in the early days
and I really began to read extensively during this
period to develop the knowledge I needed to be
successful. I reached out to mentors and advisors;
hiring people who were much smarter than me
and had real expertise in key areas was a very
important part of my success.
Over the years, we have generated just over
$20 million in sales, we have served over 10,000
customers and I have had a degree of success
and recognition; although the nature of being an
entrepreneur means that you very rarely stop to
pat yourself on the back. I want to wrap up with
some advice for you in your careers, things that
have helped me along the way in my journey.
Get a Career Coach or Business Mentor, every
successful CXO that I know has access to them and
often they are privately funding them. Leverage
these to give you career direction, external
perspective, insight into strengths & weaknesses;
use different mentors at different times to deal with
specific challenges.
Invest 10% of Your Income in your Own
Personal & Professional Development. Build hot
skills every year, you don't need to complete an
MBA's, look for smaller courses and experiences
that address current workplace requirements
and don't be afraid to develop skills outside of
your current area of expertise.
Develop a Love of Learning - attend seminars,
read books, watch TedTalks, develop an
inquisitive mind that make you a "quick study"
when the opportunity arises to take on more
responsibility.
Build a Career Plan - without a plan you cannot
spot good opportunities and maneuver into
position to be offered better roles and experiences.
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Develop leadership attributes that will make you a
more desirable employee.
Network, Network, Network - your pants
off within the business and externally. Well
networked executives are never out of work.
Leverage modern tools such as LinkedIn, but don't
under-estimate the importance of building good
relationships by meeting in-person.
Develop a Passion for Business and People.
Many people will tell you to find your passion
and everything will magically fall into place. I say,
develop an ‘interest’ in business and people and
you can have a satisfying career in a range of
industries and roles.
Work Smart Not Hard - top level executives are
super organised and efficient. Develop a good
work ethic and Outsource Everything that is
not critical in other parts of your life. I personally
outsource everything except the most critical
components.
Learn to Recognise Opportunities when
they come up and take them with both hands.
I had the opportunity to meet people like Sir
Richard Branson, Jack Canfield, Oprah, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Human Resources industry
icons like Andrew Banks and Julia Ross, Prime
Ministers and Premiers – I always looked for ways
to meet great business leaders.
Find your purpose – but recognise that your
purpose and impact does not need to be global.
When my Dad passed away, his funeral was held
in Fremantle on a typically hot Perth day, and
there we so many mourners, we had to move

them into the larger Chapel. After the funeral
people came up to tell me that my Dad had
mentored them in business, had given them their
first job, had helped them in some small way and
they came to pay their respects. I realised there
and then, that the impact of your life will be the
sum of many small acts of kindness, many small
events where you helped someone, mentored
someone or assisted someone to reach their
goals. I realised my father had a massive impact
on many people running a small business. My
overarching purpose is to assist people in their
careers to reach their full potential. Sometimes
the key is the simplicity of your mission and
recognising that you are doing some good
in the world even on a small scale. I wish you
all the very best of success in your future
endeavours. Thank you for inviting me here
today to share with you my story.

Kylie is the CEO & Founder of Director Institute
Next Generation Directors the fastest-growing
network of director talent. An experienced
Board Director, serial Entrepreneur, Angel
Investor and a leading Board Search & Talent
Management Consultant.
Book in for a private confidential Career
Assessment www.kyliehammond.com
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NIC HAYES
How a media consultant
can change your Board
fortunes

Every wondered why those who are getting the
top jobs and top board positions have a media
profile or know how to work with the media? Well
it’s no coincidence that just like a board who is
looking for you to join them, the media too are
recognising expertise, experience and the ability
to put ideas into practice.
But does the media recognise you for that
expertise? If not, why don’t they? They should
and they can.
It’s not as difficult as you might think to be
recognised not only by your peers for your
IP, skills and talents but also by the wider
community for what you do. If you are a little
nervous or even a little reluctant because it is
foreign to you, a half day of media training will
do you wonders. In fact, all business leaders
should do some form of media training as it
not only works for media but can enhance your
presentation and public speaking skills.
So, I have got you thinking now.
“I need to do more on my personal brand. I need
to raise some awareness around my skillset,
qualifications, my expertise, my altogether
brilliance. It’s now time to get myself a profile in
the media.”

It will help me stand out and position me above
those with similar expertise and offerings who
might be considered for a board position. More
importantly it is an asset that I will be building to
secure a future with the next opportunity that
will arise.
Q. How do I do it? Who can help and how do I
know I am getting the right advice?
A. Get yourself a media consultant or advisor.
With the growth of independent media
consultants, small PR firms and freelancers in
the communication industry, business has never
been so spoiled for choice when it comes to
finding the right media advisor.
The changing media landscape has supported
this rise in media consultants. Shrinking
newsrooms and the high volume of journalists
who have been made redundant has seen
a deluge of qualified communicators and
storytellers added to the mix. This burgeoning
industry has also been fed by increased
consumer demand for news and information
across multiple platforms and in multiple
formats.
The challenge now for all experts, brands and
business owners is finding the right media consultant,
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who fits with their ethos, message, direction and
character. It isn’t that difficult; you just need to
have the right questions ready before you hit the
GO button and engage that consultant.
Here's five questions that you need to ask before
you engage that media consultant.

have worked with, are their references. If you are
able, and it’s not commercially sensitive, check in
with that business and see how it went for them.

Can you tell me what
challenges my industry faces?

If they can’t rattle off the top five media that
you could work with, then walk away. Dive a
little deeper and see which journalists they
have worked with in the past and what their
relationship is like with them. There are many PR
agencies and consultants running around that
have been blacklisted by media, so you really
want to make sure you are investing in someone
who has a relationship with your target media.

Right off the bat you can see if this consultant
knows their stuff. They should be able to
connect with you on multiple levels and the
language they use should be similar to yours.
They should know the historical issues of the
industry, if any. They will also be able to highlight
the opportunities, the possibility of generating
stories and yarns for the future. In short, they
get the industry that they will be looking to
communicate in. They may not be able to get
micro, but they will have a good grasp.

Have you worked with a
similar business within
the industry?
Do they have a track record working with another
business in the industry that they purport to
be a consultant for? Do you know that business
and is it held in high regard? Like a reference on
a resume, the businesses a consultant claims to

Can you rattle off my top
industry media?

Have you got a case study
of success in my industry?
Not just who have you worked with, but do
you have evidence of a campaign or a project
that has been successful for a brand? This is
important as it will give you an indication if the
consultant is capable of such a role and whether
they are worth the dollars they have quoted. In
my time I have seen too many consultants sitting
on big retainers and not justifying their worth.
A case study really helps you make the right
decision about choosing media consultant.
If you can run these questions across any future
media consultant, you are in a very strong
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position to determine if they are right for you.
There are so many advantages to having a
consultant that fits with your business, that isn’t
necessarily on the books full-time but available
to you when you want and need them. The cost
savings, the level of experience and knowledge,
the impact and ability to tell your business story
will all work in your favour.
Choosing the right media advisor is just as
important as not choosing the wrong advisor.
The wrong advisor can do irreparable damage
to personal and business brand and send you
on a path of hurt. With the tool kit that you
have above you are sure to get the right media
consultant.
The intrinsic value that a media profile brings to
you both on a personal and business level is that
your brand reputation increases. That increase
makes you more appealing and raises the bar
when it comes to your status and being taken
seriously for Board positions. The narrative that
comes from your media experience speaks
volumes for your reputation, influence and
credibility.
All three characteristics that are the foundations
and aspirations for any quality Board member.

About the author
Nic Hayes is the Managing Director of
Media Stable, an agency that connects
experts and opinions with media across
the country. Nic is a 20-year veteran of
media, with a broad range of experience
covering all aspects of the media
cycle; from public relations, radio/TV
broadcasting and media intelligence to
now providing Australia’s media with
content and expert talent.
In 2012 that Media Stable was launched
after he recognised the changing media
environment was placing journalists and
producers under increased pressure.
There was also a need for a different
approach for business people and
experts to get their messages, stories
and opinions in front of the media, as the
traditional PR model was quickly losing
credence. Thus, the Media Stable model
of media engagement was born and
continues to go from strength to strength.
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The Big Kahuna Resume

LinkedIn Profile Development

This Professional Resume Writing Service has
been developed exclusively for senior executives
such as President, CEO, Managing Director,
Functional Director, or very senior General
Manager applicants. This service is also ideal for
professional curriculum vitae development.
We provide an in-depth consultation and
comprehensive writing process designed
to develop a high calibre resume document
or corporate biography that is suitable for
presentation to top Executive Search firms,
Chairmen, Directors, Board Members and
Chief Executives. The service also includes a
customised cover letter, and optional ‘high
impact resume formatting’ – which will include
your professional photography. Delivery time is
7-10 business days.

$1,100 - Order Now

Maximise your job search - LinkedIn, as part of
your job search strategy will help expedite career
opportunities.
• Build your ‘Corporate Brand’ - Market your
unique value proposition in the new world of
LinkedIn executive job search
• In Australia, LinkedIn now has well over five
million professionals registered online and is
the premier networking tool, and the primary
way that executives are able to control their
online corporate brand.
• Developingakiller LinkedInprofileis critical,
andwith the right approach, the tool can be
leveraged for new networking, career and
business opportunities. This service includes a
comprehensive review of your current online
corporate brand, development of a LinkedIn
profile or a complete rewrite of your existing
LinkedIn profile.
• Once your new profile is complete, we will
coach you one-on-one on how to effectively
use LinkedIn to increase and enhance your
online brand, networking, career and business
opportunities. This unique service delivered
within 1- 3 business days from booking.

$660- Order Now
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Achieving balance
on a Board by
JAMES ATKINS
Is achieving balance on a Board a similar concept
to work-life balance – good in theory but hard in
practice?
And what factors need to be in balance –
capabilities, diversity, risk, strategy, culture or
performance? In fact, all of those things…but
there is no ‘balance’ nirvana!
It’s a balancing act between the right mix of
people, and an appropriate focus of attention, to
optimise Board performance.

Firstly, what is an
appropriate focus?
There is no doubt that Boards and their
governance of the organisation are headline
grabbers at the moment. And for good reason.
There’s clearly been failures in some of the bigger
organisations. And accountability obviously
rests at the feet of the directors in many cases.
However, a big risk in all of these discussions is an
overreaction. Not just in terms of regulation, but
just as importantly in terms of Board focus.
One response could be for nervous Boards to
disproportionately focus on risk above all other
responsibilities. Yes, in some cases risk and
its governance clearly needs to be tightened,
but not to the detriment of a clear focus on
looking forward; tackling the big challenges
and opportunities that face each and every

organisation. It can be a big risk if all you do is
focus on risk!
On the Boards that I am involved with, and in
particular one that I chair, I have a 70/20/10
framework.
Our aspiration is to focus discussions 70% on
strategy (looking forward), 20% on performance
(looking back) and 10% on risk governance
(looking both ways).
Not always easy to do, and urgent challenges can
get in the way, but it is a good lens within which
directors can think about their role and the value
they can truly add.
However, the trick is to firstly ensure that the
governance foundation is firm and is regularly
reviewed against a changing environment.
Culture is key. Having the right systems and
processes are important, as well as ensuring they
are regularly stress checked. In reality this is a
strategy item.
Similarly, for performance – what are the
key metrics being used, and how open and
transparent are management in discussing
performance issues with the Board. Open
discussion around performance is key to
enabling fruitful explorations of strategy.
Once there are transparent and robust
foundations around governance and
performance, the Board should be able to
focus on the most critical area in my opinion
– strategy. As a Board you need to agree the
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process and approach you are going to adopt
with management to review, refine and stress
test your strategy – today and into the future.
A recent Board strategy offsite I attended
worked well because we had thought through
the key strategic challenges facing the business
beforehand. We were thus able to focus the
discussion around the agreed critical strategic
priorities. Having the right mix of people around
the table helped (see below) as did engaging a
professional facilitator to keep things moving
and focussed.

Secondly, what is the
right mix?
What processes, skills and experiences do
the Board need to do its job well to both the
dynamics and the mechanics to ensure the
70/20/10 balance is being aspired to (if not
always attained!). Putting together the right mix
of directors to support the strategic challenges
and opportunities facing the organisation must
be the starting point.
The starting point typically is in the area of specific
competencies needed around the table - that is
the functional skills (including legal and accounting)
and the specific experiences (such as industries or
sectors). But this is not where it should end.
Diversity is clearly important – on such factors
as gender obviously, but increasingly relating to
other demographic aspects such as ethnicity

and age. Even if your business only services
Australian customers it is important to realise
that nearly 28% of Australians were born
overseas, with half having at least one parent
born overseas.
We are making progress, but it is slow to say
the least. Last year I was approached about
joining the Board of an ASX company – current
and proposed directors were all males over
50. I declined the opportunity for a number of
reasons, a key one being the mix of directors.
However, the most critical aspect of diversity
relates to diversity of thought. The ability to
have a wide range of experiences, skills, and
perspectives that can be brought to bear when
sitting around a board table – when exploring
change and its impact on strategy.
And finally, mindset – a growth mindset. A life
longer learner. Directors need to be actively
upskilling, keeping abreast of change in such
areas as technology, business platforms and
leadership. Just because you are at the pinnacle
of the organisation doesn’t mean you should
stop learning.
As Einstein said “once you stop learning you start
dying” …and no one want that for themselves, let
alone for their business!
Of course, this is in an ideal world. On many
Boards the Chairman won’t have the luxury
of being able to put together the Board like
ingredients for a cake. In member associations
or cooperatives, private companies or even the
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ASX, where there are shareholders with large
stakes, the Board make up may well, in part, be
predetermined through the constitution or by
key stakeholders. This makes it even more critical
to review the ‘given’ set of skills and experiences
and look to add through targeted recruitment to
make the mix as optimal as possible.
It is even more important when faced with this
sort of Board make up to ensure the ‘focus’
part of the balance equation is structured to
ensure the right issues and strategies are being
addressed. Getting agreement to a Board
workplan, allocating the right time and priority to
key strategic items on the agenda, and holding
out of session Board discussions and workshops
can help attain the right focus.
Yes, it is a balancing act, and one that can be
quite dynamic depending on the players and
situations you face. However, with the right
mindset, directors should be able to work
together to optimise performance - today and
into the future.

About the author
James Atkins is an experienced Chairman
and Non-Executive Director with 20
years experience across the property,
financial services, franchising, technology,
tourism, health, arts and environmental
sectors. He has specific expertise in the
areas of strategy, marketing, customer
experience, technology and stakeholder
management.
James also operates a boutique strategy
consultancy firm - Vantage – that
supports Boards and Executive Teams
in developing strategy and helping build
leadership capability to implement.
James Atkins
Chairman and Non-Executive Director
Contact James at
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jamessatkins
and www.vantagestrategy.com.au

DirectorGuard Insurance

DirectorGuard is an insurance policy for individual
directors designed as a risk management and
asset protection tool.
Intended as a supplementary cover to your
company’s Directors’ & Officers’ policy or
Management Liability cover, it is activated when
your company, or its policies; refuse to or are
unable to indemnify you, or when the limit of
liability has already been exhausted.
It provides you with the confidence that you will
have coverage should the situation require it.
DirectorGuard has been designed in partnership
with Director Institute and Insurance House and
is exclusive to members of Director Institute.

THE BENEFITS
• Option of $250,000 or $500,000 Limit
• Automatic cover for all non public
Directorships*
• Removes issues of allocation amongst
board directors
• Underwritten by Lloyd’s of London and
managed in Australia
• Access to a panel of Legal Experts and
free 30 minute legal consultation
• Automatic run off cover available
• Coverage post retirement
• OH&S Defence Costs up to the full policy
indemnity limit

$550 per year - Enquire Now

Register Your Board
Vacancy & Connect
with Australia’s Best
Director Talent
Director Institute Next Generation
Directors is a world-class board search
and advisory firm with headquarters in
Sydney, Australia. We have developed
and maintain an exclusive network of
top quality Board candidates that is
always an initial source of discussion
with our clients, with a focus on the
‘new breed’ of board director capable
of dealing with today’s directorship
issues and challenges.
Confidential board search and selection
assignments are always handled
personally by Director Institute’s Founder
& CEO Kylie Hammond, supported
by our team of principal and research
consultants with deep expertise in
identifying top board director talent
for our clients. Assignments include
search and selection for Chairman,
Non-Executive Directors, Executive
Directors and Advisory Board members.
Our Board Search & Advisory services
can range from simply providing
a ‘prompt’ list for a Nominating
Committee to a full Board Search
service with advice on appointment
and remuneration.

Complimentary Board
Vacancy Advertising
Director Institute Next Generation
Directors are proud to provide our
Board Search Services free of charge to
Not-For-Profit and Public organisations
in Australia.
Register your Board Vacancy today
to gain access to over 50,000 board
directors, advisory panel members and
investor directors.
For a confidential discussion and more
information please phone
1300 BOARDS or 02 9487 2211.

Who is afraid
of offshoring?
The concept of an offshore capability has gained credibility
as more and more organisations adopt this strategy to
either ensure survival in a competitive market, or increase
resources at an acceptable cost.
Offshoring gets a bad rap
Offshoring often gets a bad rap, so first let me
cover off why this is so:
Larger organisations in particular have
embraced offshoring reasonably successfully
and have probably achieved their financial
objectives, but often at the expense of end
customer satisfaction from where most
complaints stem. Call centres were the first
roles taken offshore and they have always
had popularity issues particularly so when run
offshore. Indeed, some companies differentiate
themselves by promoting their onshore support
centres. The primary complaint heard is that
customers are unable to speak to someone in
their own vernacular, operators lack the skills
and sometimes the tools, and are unable to
resolve issues satisfactorily. This poor image is
aggravated by those same large corporations

who employ offshore teams who speak English,
but not in the vernacular of the Australian
consumer. Communication suffers, adding to the
difficulty of serving that customer.
I recently had a personal experience with a telco
where I spent a cumulative of 8 hours of my time
to resolve an issue with offshore consultants –
and I was simply trying to have services moved
a mere 4 kilometres from one location to a new
location. The telco ended up with a dissatisfied
customer, and having to pay a refund for services
not provided. The long-term relationship is under
threat as I am actively considering alternatives.
Not to mention the 8 hours+ of their time! The
task is not exactly a brain teaser, so it does raise
to a fundamental point: they are doing it wrong!
They are just doing it wrong on so many levels,
and they are certainly not doing it well enough
to successfully gain all the advantages available
to them.
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Consider offshoring as
an option
So let me now focus on why you might consider
offshoring as an option, and why you could do
well by doing it right.
To begin with, be clear about your strategic
objectives. Do you only want to achieve cost
savings or are there other objectives, such as
broadening your capabilities? You need to focus
on the strategic move taking all aspects of
your business into consideration – internal and
external to your organisation. No doubt it is a
challenge; you need to be prepared to bridge skill
gaps, the language barrier, the cultural barrier:
it is hard work and demands unexpected effort
and cost to achieve a level of performance that is
acceptable to the customer, and your organisation.
When organisations consider offshoring, their
eyes light up when they hear of the substantial
cost savings. Spoiler alert: typically you will not
pocket all the savings, you will incur other costs
necessary for the offshoring to work – so don’t be
greedy. To be successful, a number of other factors
must be considered and costed into your budget.
Some of the more successful strategic plans
include the following key ingredients:
Strategic intent - be very clear on your strategic
intent: Which roles and capabilities do you wish
to deploy? Are you expanding your capability,
lowering your cost base or both? What will your

savings be? What portion of the savings will be
invested to make this strategy work? What are
the KPI’s that measure your success? If you are
expanding your capability, what is your ROI?
Change Management - Change management
at the home base will be critical. To start off
with, everyone needs a clear understanding of
the benefits that the offshoring strategy will
bring to the business and all who work in it. You
need to consider the impact on the local team
and their reaction to the initiative. There will be
suspicion that home jobs may be in jeopardy as
a result of this strategy, and those fears must be
addressed effectively.
Cultural awareness, Cultural awareness training
– you need to intimately understand the culture
of the offshoring host population and identify
the gaps as they relate to how Australians do
business, and your organisation in particular, and
relate that to the expectations of the end user to
achieve maximum satisfaction. Your organisation
must understand its own culture, and clearly
understand how to work with the culture of the
host country in order to effectively manage the
offshore team and ensure they clearly understand
their roles and success expectations. Critically
the end user or customer experience must be
a key focus. Whilst the cost benefits are very
important, your organisation will not maximise
the benefits if they remain the sole raison d’etre.
As an example of a cultural difference, in some
host countries it does not come naturally for
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people to tell you the truth, but rather tell you
what they think you want to hear. Similarly,
you will encounter cultures that will avoid
confrontation at all costs, undermining vigorous,
productive debate and problem solving. There
is no training course that will resolve these issues
in a one hour classroom session. It demands
ongoing cultural awareness training and coaching
to create an environment in which the offshore
team will accept and participate in a culture
where telling the truth as it is and embracing
problem solving techniques are fundamental.
The home team will require similar coaching to
help them understand the offshore culture and
develop the necessary empathy and other softskills to help build the internal relationships.
Training is necessary, but not as a one-off
classroom experience – it is an ongoing focus to
maintain and ingrain the expected cultural and
work protocols. Ongoing one-on-one coaching,
team education, team support, a focus to “catch
them doing it right”.
Invest in Face Time - Offshoring is not a “set
and forget” project. Ongoing investment in
people is necessary and crucial, continuously
focussing on bridging the cultural divide. This

must of necessity include face time, in-person
face to face and the effective use of tools such
as Skype/Teams. Merely putting an Aussie on
site won’t do the trick. More success is achieved
when multiple people are regularly visible on site,
so you will need a project management group at
your home base that will cover the key success
ingredients – IT infrastructure, recruitment,
onboarding, performance management etc. Key
to management success is making the offshore
team feel an important and integrated part of the
organisation. And don’t be afraid to bring team
members to your home base for skills training
or orientation and to help develop important
connections with the home team. A judicious
investment that can produce good returns.
Working closely with your host country partner
as an extension of your own organisation will help
you achieve your objectives.
Identify a partner - Smaller organisations are
fearful of embarking on an offshoring project
as their experience with large organisations,
such as the insurance companies and telcos,
leaves much to be desired. And the assumption
is that if they can’t get it right, what chance do
I have? Do not be afraid! When you are seeking
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to offshore less than 100 roles, your best
option is to partner with a premium offshore
staffing solutions partner who will enable
your organisation to take advantage of the
opportunity to build scale and capability at a
lower cost than you could in Australia.
They provide the infrastructure necessary to
allow you to focus on your business: IT/technical
infrastructure (you may have additional spend for
special requirements such as private networks and
other tools), office infrastructure, HR recruitment
and management services, and advice on
running your team effectively in the local cultural
environment. And, they will even assist you when
you are large enough to go it alone.
Another option for those who may wish to test
the waters with a handful of employees would
be tag along with someone who already runs an
offshore operation, and once you are confident
you can make your own arrangements to get the
full cost benefit. Despite all the incentives offered
by the host country, you would not expect to be
able to cost effectively go on your own until you
have a critical mass of say 100 people. There are
operators out there who make it sound so easy
and who will wave attractive tax benefits, but it
never is that simple! So beware!
In my experience most roles can be offshored,
not only the traditional call centre type roles.

I have experienced the successful deployment
of teams consisting of software developers,
marketing teams, graphic designers, project
managers, internal IT support, customer
support, account management, accounting;
all of which integrated with the home business
teams, which is a significant part of the success
story. Making full use of available technology
tools together with ongoing face time will ensure
your success.
Don’t be afraid of offshoring, it is an opportunity to
achieve great strategic and operational benefits.

About Dirk Langerfeld:
An experienced CFO & Director and
entrepreneurial business developer
with 25+ years of quantifiable success
in achieving sustainable performance
in business growth, market share and
penetration, introduction of new products
and enhancing profitability through a
combination of judicious commercial
management, innovative business strategies
and identifying and capitalising on market
opportunities. To contact Dirk visit
https://langenfeld.com.au
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Digital Risk:
A BOARD
RESPONSIBILITY
Australia’s way of life is now integrally linked
with the Internet. The Internet provides a global
means of communication and interaction that
underpins much of our lives – for government,
business and individuals. But while the Internet
offers a huge range of opportunities, it also
brings risks associated with a criminal and
malicious activity that seeks to exploit those who
use it. In particular, the activities and transactions
conducted by business online require diligence
to ensure that Australians maximize the
opportunities offered by the digital economy
(Cyber Crime & Security Survey Report 2012
CERT Australia, Mark Dreyfus)
Digital transformation is the process of
integrating digital technology / online business
models. into all aspects of business, requiring
fundamental changes in technology, culture,
operations, and value delivery. According to
Forrester research, Such a strategy focuses on:
• Deliver easy, effective and emotional customer
experiences. Creating more personalized and
engaging experiences for customers
• Focus operations on things customers value.
Improved processes for suppliers and customers

• Build platforms and partnerships to accelerate
and scale.
• Innovate at the intersection of experiences
and operations. Development of new revenue
streams
As a result of increased reliance on the
internet for enabling digital transformation,
businesses also face digital risk. Digital risk can
impact the financial sustainability, reputation,
customers, shareholders, data, and intellectual
property of a business. In broad terms,
digital risk management compliments digital
transformation by identifying and mitigating
digital risk and minimize chances of the risk
occurring.
This article describes the following type of
emergent digital risks that are becoming
mainstream and demand are overall fiduciary
response from boards.
1. Cyber risks
2. Reputation risks
3. Fraud risks/cybercrime
4. Regulatory risk
5. Intellectual property risk
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Cyber risks

Cyber risk is risk associated business continuity
risk when its systems and infrastructure are
rendered unoperational due to cyber hacking
events. Cyber risk has emerged has a direct
result of businesses reliance on technology for
their operations. Cyber risk is associated with
financial loss, loss of customers or damage to an
organization’s reputation.
CISCO Systems estimated that 10 billion devices
were connected to the internet in 2013, and
predicted that this number would rise to 50
billion by 2020.
Activities that can materialize to cyber
risks include:
• Malicious security breach
• Social engineering/ Ransomware attacks
• Internet of Things vulnerability
• Third party vendor vulnerabilities
• Supply chain system integration vulnerability
• Lack of security management strategy
• Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) at the workplace
• Human error by employees
• Logging into insecure WiFi using company devices
• Unsecure data storage and theft

Reputational risk

According to the Reputation Institute, a
“reputation” is the emotional connection
stakeholders have with a company. Adverse
reputational situations can be customer related
issues, technology or moral, social or ecological

issues resulting in loss of revenue.
Poor publicity and negative perceptions usually
follow spurred on by ever-active social media
and other forms of instant communication made
possible by digital advances. Due to the internet
harmful information can spread in an instant.
Unfortunately, a loss of customers and fall in share
price often leads to financial loss for the business.
New information shared by the Australian
Millennial Research Report 2019 has uncovered
10% of Millennials said they would change their
bank because of the Royal Commission. (The
Australian Millennial Research Report 2019). Most
millennials are also high users of social media and
communicate and share decisions with peers
through digital social platforms.

Fraud

In the recent past, cyber crime has emerged
as the greatest threat to businesses resulting
from digital transformation. Cyber crime costs
the economy more than $445 billion every
year. In early 2018, one think tank estimated
that cybercrime costs the global economy the
equivalent of 0.8 percent of GDP. The financial
sector in pursuing digital strategy may be
particularly vulnerable as the sector transacts
most money. The sector is also debating with
issue of ownership of fraud liability related to
handing of third party monies in order to come
to an agreement on ownership of liability.
Cyber criminals are continuously devising new
method forcing business managers to react.
Fraud awareness and education is now an
integral part of digital risk management strategy.
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The many causes of cyber crime include:
• Online payment methods/false bank accounts/
intercepting payments/self authorisation
• Online scams/Charity fraud/Dating scams/
Lottery scams
• Hacking /Data Theft/Email hacking
• Identity Theft/Credit Card/Medical
• Social Engineering /Trickery/Impersonation–
Financial Fraud
• Phishing /Denial of Service/Malware– Financial
Extortion

stored and shared digitally with supply chain
partners such as subcontractors, investors,
employees, and business associates. Examples
of direct intellectual property threats come from
Copyright pirates, Brand impersonators, Patent
floaters, Business secret thieves.
The risk involved with storing and sharing such
information with the third party is termed
as intellectual property risk, it opens the
company to potential infringement and loss of
intellectual property.

Regulatory Risk

Digital transformation opens great opportunities
for any business. It is the digital risk that
businesses shall need to contend with through
an overall fiduciary strategy as it challenging
the measures in place for maintaining trust of
customers and stakeholders.
It is important that companies build their risk
management strategies transparently and with
clarity, ensure information governance in collection,
storage, use and archiving of data and define
ownership of risk and liability in the supply chain

Regulatory risk in a business is the potential
for losses occur when laws and regulations in
business are changed. Regulatory risk may lead
to Directors and Officers holding the liability for
the risk.
In wake of Privacy laws in Australia, Consumers
now expect that their most personal information
will be handled sensitively and carefully; and
significant consumer backlash awaits companies
that fail to meet these expectations.
Maximum penalties for serious or repeated
interferences with privacy would be increased,
from $2.1 million to the greater of:
• $10 million; or
• Three times the value of any benefit that was
gained by the company through misusing the
personal information; or
• 10 per cent of a company's annual domestic
turnover.
Businesses can be liable for misleading and
deceptive conduct via social media publications,
including (depending on the circumstances) for
statements not made directly by the company or
for failure to remove abhorrent violent material
from a platform.
Mandatory regulatory requirement to notify
individual customers of a privacy breach has
increased expenses for all business for legal,
postage and advertising expenses

Intellectual property risk

Businesses with intellectual properties are
prone to digital risks as ideas, brandings,
confidential information, trade secrets are
potentially accessible to anyone due to the
internet. Similarly intellectual property may be

Conclusion

About the author
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business solutions to organisations and
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Director Institute
Member Spotlight:

Isaac Balbin
Isaac Balbin is a PhD graduated professional
electrical engineer and a successful entrepreneur.
He has developed a number of novel RFID tags,
leading to two separate patents, and sold a startup
he founded to an ASX listed company. His current
project is Parsl, a revolutionary supply chain
technology company that he founded in 2017.
Parsl will be a technology that completely
disrupts how the modern supply chain operates.
Using blockchain technology to record and verify
transactions, smart-packaging to physically
track inventory item by item and a number of
other cutting-edge technologies, Parsl is able
to deliver a supply-chain record that is verified,
immutable and completely secure. When
properly implemented it gives the ability to have
full transparency at every level of the supply
chain, giving accountability and visibility to an
aspect of business operations that traditionally
has massive problems with both.
The first industry he is implementing Parsl
technology is in the legal cannabis industry.
This is an industry that has huge problems with
transparency, law enforcement, compliance and
regulations - all problems that Parsl technology
is perfectly positioned to solve.
Other areas that Isaac has a high level of
experience with include NFC, RF/microwave
circuits/systems, blockchain, microwave antenna
design, eos, fractals, printed electronics,
cryptocurrency, business intelligence, virtual
reality, augmented reality, wearables, fintech,

platform development, innovation, education,
startups, entrepreneurship, entertainment,
privacy, logistics, robotics, drones, fractals,
business intelligence, project management, and
social media marketing.
Contact Issac via https://www.linkedin.com/in/
dr-isaac-balbin/ and Isaac@Parsl.co
Isaac is here to help demystifying blockchain, the
technology that is set to change business and lives.

Have you heard of
blockchain technology?
Whether you have or you haven’t, the reality is it
is out there and if you’re making decisions in the
business-world you can’t afford to ignore it.
Unfortunately, it isn’t an easy technology to
understand. It is highly technical, and even seasoned
technology veterans can struggle to properly come
to grips with it. But trust me when I say blockchain
technology is going to eventually be a part of all of
our lives in the same way that the internet is.
That doesn’t mean that we all need to understand
how the internet works on a technical level, but
everyone in business, particularly company
directors, need to understand how the internet
relates with the businesses that we lead. You
couldn’t form a coherent strategy for your business
if you didn’t have at least some idea of how to use it,
and the same concept applies to blockchain.
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What is Blockchain?
Let’s start with the basics: what exactly is
blockchain and why is it so important? Before we
provide a direct answer to that, let’s discuss some
problems that currently exist by taking a trip back
through the history of commerce.
In the good old days of business, we used a
logbook to record all the sales that had taken
place. While running the shop, we would record
each and every transaction where goods were
sold in the ledger in our logbook. We would also
record all the expense payments that we made
in the same ledger. In this way, at the end of any
time period we could go back and inspect the
ledger to determine a full accounting of what had
happened in the business. For each transaction
the medium of exchange was cold hard cash, so
we received it for every sale, and we gave it over
for every purchase or payment we made.
If we were successfully running our business, then
we would take all of our profits at the end of each
business cycle and deposit them in the bank.
Each time we deposited money into the bank, an
entry was made in the bank’s ledger recording the
transaction. If we ever needed to take money out
of the bank, then similarly an entry would be made
in the bank’s ledger recording the transaction. This
process allowed the bank to know at any time how
much money we held in our account.
Then, as time went on, we got slightly more
sophisticated and instead of directly trading
cash, we could use the bank as a middleman
for paying our suppliers. When we needed to
make a payment to a supplier, we can contact
the bank (by phone or via digital means such as
a website or an app) and request the bank to
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make a payment to our supplier. The bank would
check it’s ledger to verify that we had enough
funds in our account, and once that is confirmed,
the bank updates it’s ledger with the transaction
details. The supplier is then able to withdraw
funds at any time from the bank.
What happened here is that both we and
our supplier trusted the bank to manage the
movement of money. No physical exchange of
currency occurred. The only thing that happened
is that the bank’s ledger was updated. However,
neither party actually own or manage the ledger.
This is something the bank has full control of and
this means that if anyone at the bank is corrupt,
then all of our money is at risk.
But what if we could do the same thing with a
ledger that wasn’t owned by anyone? This is what
blockchain can deliver. It’s a method of cooperation
between multiple participants in a network without
any single party owning the ledger.

Why is it so good?
Now that we have a better idea of what blockchain
is, let’s talk about what kind of features it can
deliver. The first is something that was apparent
in the example just described, which is the ability
for networks to cooperate without a centralised
trusted authority. This delivers operational
efficiencies for everyone in the network and
reduces the costs of doing business.
Additionally, because the blockchain ledger is
public, it is visible and verifiable by everyone
and anyone. This means that the data stored
in the blockchain is transparent. Consumers
are beginning to expect more and more
transparency in products and services that they
purchase and blockchain is the most trustworthy
way to deliver that transparency.
The reason for that is that the data that is stored in
a blockchain is immutable. Immutable means that
the data can never change, so that once it is verified
and added to the chain, it can never be altered.
Additionally, because of the way that data is added
to the chain, it is much more secure than data
stored in traditional databases. This is primarily
because in a traditional database a hacker can
change the data that is stored in it, whereas in a
blockchain the data cannot be changed.
That’s not saying that blockchains have no risks at
all. Just like any system, there are ways to attack
a blockchain, as for example a 51% attack. A 51%
attack is something that traditional blockchains
(like the bitcoin blockchain) are vulnerable to. It
means that an attacker has managed to gather
and harness more than 51% of the computing

power of the entire network. However, it raises the
single point of failure in a traditional system to a
point where more than half of an entire network
would have to be part of a nefarious activity for it
to succeed. This has not happened in the entire
history of Bitcoin, for example, and there are
advances in blockchain platforms (like EOS) that
make such an attack redundant.

So it’s just a digital
currency then? Why do I
need to understand it for
business?
We’ve spent most of this time in this article
discussing the usage of blockchain to produce
currency use cases, but there are many more
use cases of blockchain that are just as, if not
more important.
For example, blockchain may be used to record
health data for people that is secure, private, but
accessible to appropriate parties like doctors
and hospitals.
Blockchain can also be utilised within a supply
chain to provide secure provenance information
for products, as well as counterfeit prevention.
Blockchain can also be used to enable secure
identity applications, particularly for licensing
and registrations and for many other applications
too numerous to mention here.
Essentially blockchain technology is able to
strengthen any business operation that could
benefit from greater transparency, more security
more reliable data collection or more agile access
to information.
Blockchain isn’t a fad, it is a technology that
has the potential to disrupt every industry that
we know of, as well as create new ones that we
don’t. Companies need to get on board with
the disruptive wave that is coming, or risk being
left behind and overtaken by competitors that
are more strategic in their approach. Don’t let
the same thing happen to companies under
your stewardship that happened to Borders
Bookstores who refused to ride the digital wave
that the internet brought. Don’t wait to be
disrupted, rather, be a part of the disruption.
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Glenn Beard:
Growing a Board
Portfolio
Glenn has more than 20 years of success in
contributing to and influencing business growth
through strategic financial advisory & business
development. After selling his Financial Services
company following profitable business operations,
Glenn has successfully been growing his board
portfolio, quickly gaining two board positions.
Contact Glenn :
https://www.linkedin.com/in/glenn-beard-3825602b/

Question:
Glenn you have just been appointed to your
second board, tell us how that came about?

Glenn:
I sold my last business, but I am still involved
as an advisor – and the inevitable question
when you exit a business you have built and
established becomes "Well, what am I doing
next?" My wife, Jackie, said, "You can't sit on the
couch and be a house-husband." I'm fifty-two
now. I've still got plenty more work years left and
want them to be significant. I've had a volunteer
background since 2001. I got on my first board
*name* and that's been keeping me busy and I
just picked up, as we say, the gig economy since
early last year and then a couple of gigs, different

things. I worked for KPMG for a period of time,
ANZ Bank, another real estate firm. But I want
to do something different. Something different
from banking and financial services. I saw a local
board role advertised on Facebook in late 2017
with The Inner North Foundation and they were
looking for someone that had that investment
and banking background. We meet and they said
, "We're looking for a board director. We've been
going ten years. We've got a large pot of money
of six-and-a-half million. We want that to be
around in one hundred years’ time and we need
someone that knows the fund management
business and how the banks and fund managers
work". I said, "I've worked for and been part of
that for many years. I've got contacts and I know
what they're saying and understand the lingo", as
the financial sector can still be very jargon. Some
of our Board members scratch their heads and
say, "Glenn, can you decipher that please?" So, I
said, "Well, this is what they're saying", and away
we go.

Question:
Are you careful about what you take with
consultancy work, are you mindful that it fits
in with your Board work now as that portfolio
grows?
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Glenn :
Yes, I can judge people pretty quickly. I am a
pretty good read on how people are operating
and can determine quickly if it is going to be
a long relationship. It gets much easier as you
advance. You get a read of people, and you think,
"No, I don't want to be involved in that", or "I don't
think I want to continue with this". Sometimes,
you've just got to get in there and think, "That's
not really what I'm about", or "I don't think I want
to continue with this contract".

Question:
And what's the time commitment on that?

Glenn:
It varies. When we had the ten year anniversary
last year, there were functions left, right and
center. I suppose, three to five hours a month
would be for the Inner North Foundation. It
just so do-able for people. You're building your
board portfolio from, obviously your professional
experience, but from your Board experience
which is what you are gaining from these roles
– and they are not only do-able time-wise, but
it's contributing to your community. Since its
establishment, the The Inner North Foundation
has granted more than $2.6 million in grants
to the municipalities of Darebin, Moreland,
and Yarra. It's really about supporting local
businesses getting young adult people into

work. It might assist a mature business, might be
a start-up - these businesses just need a hand
to get some grants and get motoring, which
is really good to be a part of. They're often in
their twenties or thirties and they are starting
a business and they want to make a difference.
They want to make money, that's fine, but they
want to make a difference in the community, and
they've got a real social bent and just trying to
help people.

Question:
Are you seeing that motivation a lot in the
twenty to thirty age range of business owners
coming through?

Glenn:
I certainly am. Of course, they want to make
money, but it's not always their motivation - I
have three mates that I go to have a coffee
every Tuesday at 12 at one of the cafes we have
assisted – one called "The Moon Rabbit Café"
in High Street Kensington. They've received
a grant off Inner North. So I go and support
them and I've told the guys what they do. They
got probably eleven staff paid, but they've got
sixty volunteers just to give these kids some
experience in working at a café. So, we go and
support them. They have a mindset that the
money will come if I do well for my community. If
they look after people, people will come and buy
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My board role is for three years, so I'm half way
through that. I'm really enjoying it because it
is wonderful to see the Board’s work in action
having those general conversations with some of
the businesses and being a joint custodian with
the other Board members on where the money
can best assist.
Question: How did the second appointment
come about?

for me to apply for the Chair. We had our first
board meeting a few weeks ago and I said, "Okay,
we're looking for a new Chairman." I shot her my
Director Institute CV and we went from there.
Glenn : Bendigo Bank has been in Preston
a long time, the branch has been there a long
time, so the other Board Members and I see each
other at business events. We know each other
and they realise I've done work with Preston, City
of Darebin, Preston Business Advisory Council.
Everyone knows everyone in a good community
like ours. And I know the Treasurer of the Preston
Connected Community, Jackson, who's a local
solicitor. It's amazing how the web just grows and
you say, "I want to step up and do that". That's
fantastic about community.
Question. What's your long term goal? Is it to run
a portfolio of board appointments?

Glenn:

Glenn:

The second board appointment was linked
in some way to my Inner North Foundation
because last year, I went to the Preston
Connected Community, they had a grant
night where they were giving out four lots of
$3k to local businesses. I went along and was
impressed with what they did and the people
who got the money. The Chair Cheryl Judd was
standing down to retire. I thought I'll either join
the Board or I might just have a crack at being
the Chairman. She retired and was encouraging

Yes, I think so.

a coffee and a cake and away we go. These guys
are trying to get these kids into the mainstream
workforce eventually - they might be a bit shy
or lacking confidence. So, give them a go to get
some experience. They can say, I worked at the
Moon Rabbit Café, just as a volunteer." They
might get a paid gig at a café somewhere else.

Glenn:

Question:
What do you find most rewarding about it?

Glenn:
I think just listening to whatever the question,
any project that we've got ongoing, just saying,
"What's your thoughts on this plan? Which
way should we go?" The good thing about my
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current board role is we just have a consensus
with everyone, and we didn’t always start that
way. But we communicate. When the majority
say, "We go this way", well, you just go that way.
It's not the end of the world. You just say, "I
understand what you're saying.” With any money
that's being invested, I'm a bit conservative
because I want capital preservation. So I will
always be dialling it down at bit, just to be a bit
conservative.

Question:
Do you think board work is just a far more
collaborative way to work than in your
professional career?

Glenn:
When you're in a profession, often the buck stops
with you and those senior executive roles can be
quite lonely. I find that people moving into board
roles, it opens up a new world to them. They're
able to talk to people on the same level as them
and they have these collaborative conversations
where you make a group decision. When you
move from senior corporate roles to board
roles you find that those last roles in corporate everyone was just protecting their patch. I really
look forward to catching up with other board
members and the Chairman of Inner North, Dr
Christopher Baker, stays and it is collaborative.
Thing work together. "What would you do? What
do you think?" And we vote from there.

Question:
If I was a senior executive in a big role in corporate
and I was looking to move into a board role, what
would I be looking for? How would I do that?

Glenn:
I think you'd look firstly at your community
network and then look through your business
network and let people know that you're looking
for - even just getting involved, if you've got kids,
getting involved on the school board that's one
of the things I did. The school boards are really
a great space. The school board, how invested
people are in their kids' schools, you can sit on
pretty much any small to medium board in the
country! I was Vice President at the local Preston
Primary. Sat on the Investment and Finance
Board as well, because we had a large sum of
money to manage. It was only in term deposit
but I said, "Guys, you've got to ask for more
money. If they offer you two-and-a-half percent,
ask for two point seven, you've got to ask for
more money". They said, "Why?". I said, "Because
you can make more money. Next year, ask for
more again. I think doing a school board role is
fantastic , and I did that for a long time. The kids
were there for nearly ten years. There's a lot of
diverse ideas at the school board, so that gives
you a great experience. If you can navigate your
way through that, you've worked in one of the
trickiest boards you'll work in.
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NATASHA
MACKENZIE

Natasha graduated 20 years ago with a Bachelor of
Business. She was snapped up by the Department
of Treasury and Finance as a graduate accountant
and had the opportunity to move around various
Departments within the State Government. She
also completed her CPA studies in this time and
become a full CPA after the further two and a half
years of required study. Throughout her career, she
has had opportunities to work in large corporate
companies, not for profits, and public practice.
She has been an analyst, an accountant, a CFO
and an auditor, to name just some of her extensive
experience. Now she utilises her knowledge and
experience to help small and medium business
realise their full potential with her own business,
MCM Business Solutions.

Tell us about your business,
and how you started.
I had decided to take a break in my career and focus
on my family. After 3 years, I realised I couldn’t stay
at home much longer. I needed to contribute to the
family income and I could see that in a short time
my kids were going to be at school and I’d be sitting
at home. That wasn’t me at all. I tried to get a part
time job. I applied for every position I could, from
the position I had held prior to my break, right down

to entry level positions. I lost count of the number
of positions I applied for, and eventually I was told I
was unemployable. That was like a red flag to a bull.
I thought to myself, ‘I’ll show you’. But I didn’t
have the confidence to start out on my own.
So after much research and due diligence, I
purchased a franchise. Within 6 months, I was
in a legal battle because the franchisor had
broken the franchise code of conduct and had
broken the law on many counts. We settled out
of court and I started what now is MCM Business
Solutions. Although franchising was the biggest
mistake I could’ve made, it also showed me
that I knew what I was doing and gave me the
confidence to go out on my own.
MCM Business Solutions started as a
bookkeeping business in my home. I was helping
giving business owners’ time back to them so
they could spend that time working on growing
their business or spend the time with their family.
The use of cloud accounting software made it
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easy for me to be home with my youngest child
whilst earning money. The business quickly grew
and I needed to employ my first staff member.
As the business continued to grow, we moved
into an office and we are now a team of six.
Since my experience trying to get back into the
workforce, my team has all been from a return to
work situation and they’re amazing.
My clients enjoy working with me and my team
that and needs. We now offer bookkeeping to
accounting services, compliance including BAS,
payroll, HR support and tax as well as Virtual CFO,
business advisory and business mentoring services.

How do you manage your
time and productivity
while working virtually?
I block out time. We schedule out what needs to
be completed for each client, such as meetings,
and we’re all very disciplined. Being virtual means
that I can work from either my home, office or
whilst away on either business or pleasure. All I
need is a laptop and an internet connection.
Although my team can all work from their home,
I made the conscious decision that we work
together in an office environment and are virtual
to our clients. We find it extremely beneficial to
get together in person and discuss the different
aspects that we’re working on for each client. We
bring the knowledge and different points of view
altogether for the benefit of our clients rather than

together having to liaise with multiple businesses.
When working from home, I have a designated
area that has no distractions. Whilst it’s hard not
to stop and run my household tasks, I also know
that my clients are paying me and it’s extremely
important to me that my clients see the value
that I’m adding to their business and that helps
me focus.

Has your initial business
strategy aligned with
reality? How did it differ?
How did you adapt?
My initial strategy was pretty naive. I thought I
would keep the business in my home. It became
clear pretty quickly, that the reality was going
to be pretty different. The business took over
my house and my life. I found because clients
knew I worked from home, they thought they
could contact me anytime of the day or night. I
had clients calling me at nine and ten o’clock at
night. Whilst I was happy to help them, I needed
to set boundaries. After all, I had a family that still
needed me. Also, none of the issues were that
time sensitive that they couldn’t email me whilst
they thought of it and I could respond in a timely
manner. Moving into the office naturally set
some boundaries. Clients now have my mobile
number, but they respect that I have a family and
the evening is their time and I’ll respond to their
emails, texts, messages when I can.
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I also found that it was physically taking over
my house. I started in the business in the
study, however when I employed my first team
member, they sat in my lounge room. It was
rather uncomfortable and I always had to ensure
the house was tidy which in reality was almost
impossible with my kids.

Has it given you a more
harmonious lifestyle?
In a word, yes. I have the flexibility to work from
home when the kids are sick or on holidays. I can
work when I’m on holidays (although for mental
health, I always suggest having a decent break
from your business) and I can help businesses
across all of Australia. Without cloud software,
I would be restricted to the area I was willing to
travel to.
Being virtual has increase my efficiency. I don’t
have to include travel time into my day. Meetings
can be conducted via online meeting software
and screens can be shared so we’re looking at the
same data.
Eventually, we will offer our Virtual CFO, and
business advisory and mentoring services
across the world, but we want to become more
established in Australia for now.

Do you think this is
suitable for most people?

It really does depend on what you offer. Some
services will always have to be onsite for
example, garden maintenance and cleaning.
However, shopping and professional services
are easily made virtual. Even doctor visits are
becoming virtual. I’m sure in time, innovation
will play a part in making almost everything
virtual. However, I still believe there is a need for
human interaction and not just over the internet.
We need to connect with people. We need to
find that balance between efficiency and basic
human needs.
Contact Natasha through
https://www.mcmbusinesssolutions.com.au
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Your Exclusive
Membership Offer
$295 /YEAR
The Keys to the Boardroom
e-Learning program will assist you to:
•
•
•
•
•

Build your roadmap to success
Develop your unique value proposition
Define Your Board ‘Brand’
Get the most out of your networks
Show you how to uncover up to 90% of
the ‘hidden’ jobs market

Includes 20 e-Learning video modules which can be
accessed via your mobile device or desktop computer

view samples of our
modules. click here

Join Director Institute Next Generation Directors. Only $295/YEAR
mentoring | career | development | events | networking | personal branding
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1300 BOARDS or 02 9487 2211.

https://www.directorinstitute.com.au/
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